In three experiments, we investigated whether the mere organization of some elements in the visual field by Gestalt factors into a coherent unit (an object), with no abrupt onset or any other unique transient, could attract attention automatically. Participants viewed a display of nine red and green elements, one of which was the target, and had to identify the target's color. On some trials, a subset of the elements was grouped by Gestalt factors (collinearity, closure, and symmetry) into an object. The object was task-irrelevant and unpredictive of the target. Performance on trials with an object present in the display was faster than performance on trials with no object for targets in the object area (a benefit) but slower for targets in a nonobject area (a cost). These findings demonstrate that an object by itself can capture attention automatically in a stimulus-driven manner, much as exogenous cues can.
Perceptual organization-the visual processes structuring disparate visual information into the coherent units that we experience as environmental objects-and visual attention-the mechanisms by which some visual information in a scene is selected-have traditionally been separate fields of study. However, recent research (e.g., Driver, Davis, Russell, Turatto, & Freeman, 2001; Scholl, 2001; Vecera, 2000) points to important connections between the processes of organization and attention.
Many studies have demonstrated that perceptual organization constrains attentional selectivity. For example, responding to two features is easier when they belong to the same object than when they belong to two separate objects (e.g., Duncan, 1984) , and interference from distractor stimuli in selective attention tasks is greater when the target and distractors are strongly grouped (e.g., Baylis & Driver, 1992; Kramer & Jacobson, 1991) . Recent studies suggest that attention can also constrain perceptual organization. For example, attention can influence flankertarget integration (Freeman, Driver, Sagi, & Zhaoping, 2003) and figure-ground assignment (Vecera, Flevaris, & Filapek, 2004) . Also, some forms of grouping can take place without attention, whereas others require controlled attentional processing (e.g., Kimchi & Razpurker-Apfeld, 2004) . These findings suggest that perceptual organization and visual attention constrain each other.
The critical role of perceptual organization in designating potential objects raises an important issue concerning the relations between perceptual organization and attention: When some elements in the visual scene are organized by Gestalt factors into a coherent perceptual unit (an object), 1 is visual attention automatically deployed to that object? Deployment of attention can be goal directed, based on the current behavioral goals of the observer (e.g., Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Posner, 1980) . If we know, for example, where the most probable target location is, we can use this information to voluntarily (endogenously) direct our attention to this location. Deployment of attention can also be stimulus driven, in which case attention is captured involuntarily (exogenously) by certain stimulus events, such as an abrupt onset of a new perceptual object and some types of simple luminance and motion transients (e.g., Abrams & Christ, 2003; Jonides, 1981; Yantis & Hillstrom, 1994) , or a salient singleton (e.g., Theeuwes, de Vries, & Godijn, 2003 ; but see Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992) .
The purpose of this study is to examine whether the mere organization of some elements into an object, with no abrupt onset or any other unique transient, can capture attention automatically in a stimulus-driven manner, much as exogenous cues capture spatial attention automatically.
It is important to note that the question is not whether attention can be deployed to an object; it has already been documented that attentional selection can be object based. In the typical object-based studies, attention is directed to a part or an attribute of the object either exogenously (e.g., by briefly brightening the contour on one end of one of two rectangles; see Egly, Driver, & Rafal, 1994) or endogenously (e.g., by instructions to attend the size of a box and the side of its gap; see Duncan, 1984) . These studies imply that the entire object is selected, but they do not show unequivocally that the object per se is the factor that attracts attention, because there are always other factors that do so. Consider, for example, Kramer and Jacobson's (1991) study. Observers responded to a centrally located target while ignoring adjacent distractors. Interference from response-incompatible distractors and facilitation from response-compatible distractors were greater when target and distractors were grouped into an object. Although a possible account of this finding is that the entire object captured attention automatically despite the instruction to focus exclusively on the target, an alternative interpretation is that attention was directed to the target and "spread" to the entire object. The latter is especially probable, given that the target location was fixed across the entire experiment.
To examine whether an object by itself captures attention, it is crucial that the object have no abrupt onset or any other unique transient, and that the object be irrelevant to the task at hand so that there will be no incentive for the observer to deliberately attend the object. To this end, we have modified a paradigm developed by Logan (1995) . In this paradigm, observers view a display of nine red and green elements, one of which is the target, and are required to identify the color of the target. The elements form the vertices of four adjacent quadrants that make up a global "diamond." The target is indicated by an asterisk presented in the center of one of the quadrants and an instruction word-above, below, right, or left-that precedes the element display and specifies the position of the target relative to the asterisk. For example, if the word is above, observers have to identify the color of the element above the asterisk. Thus, performing the task requires locating the asterisk, locating the target relative to the asterisk, and analyzing the target's color. In order to allow manipulation of organization in the display, we have substituted the O elements of Logan's original display with L elements in various orientations ( Figure 1 ). On half the trials, the four Ls of one of the quadrants are rotated, thereby conforming to the Gestalt factors of collinearity, closure, and symmetry and forming a diamond-like object. The asterisk appears in the object quadrant (inside-object condition, Figure 1A ) on 12.5% of all trials, and in a nonobject quadrant (outsideobject condition, Figure 1B ) on 37.5% of all trials. On 50% of all trials, no object is present in the display (no-object condition, Figure 1C ). Note that the object is task irrelevant (because the task-relevant feature is the color of a single element) and is unpredictive of the relevant quadrant or the target. Furthermore, no unique onset is associated with the object, because it appears simultaneously with the onset of the entire element display. This is a critical difference from previous research, in which attention was captured by the unique appearance of an object defined by discontinuities in luminance, motion, texture, or depth (e.g., Franconeri, Hollingworth, & Simons, 2005; Yantis & Hillstrom, 1994) .
We hypothesize that if attention is automatically drawn to the object, performance will be faster and/or more accurate in the inside-object condition than in the no-object condition (a benefit), because attention is allocated in advance to the object quadrant, and slower and/or less accurate in the outside-object condition than in the no-object condition (a cost), because attention has to be redirected from the object quadrant to the actual relevant quadrant.
We tested this hypothesis in Experiment 1 with 150 msec between the onset of the element display and that of the asterisk. The results showed the expected cost and benefit, demonstrating capture of attention by the object. Experiments 2 and 3 examined the time course of this attentional capture by manipulating the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the element display and the asterisk. Stimuli. The displays consisted of nine red and green Ls in different orientations, one of which was the target. The Ls formed the vertices of four adjacent quadrants that made up a global "diamond" (Figure 1 ). At a viewing distance of 60 cm, the global display subtended 12.73º 3 12.73º, and each L subtended 1.5º 3 1.5º. A black asterisk, subtending 0.8º, was presented in the center of one of the quadrants, indicating the relevant quadrant. The asterisk appeared equally often in each of the quadrants. An instruction word (above, below, right, or left) preceded the element display and appeared at the center of the screen, subtending about 4.0º. The word specified the position of the target relative to the asterisk. Targets were assigned to positions randomly, with the constraint that each color appeared equally often in each target position (above, below, right, and left of the asterisk) in each quadrant (in the top, bottom, right, and left quadrants). The colors of the nontarget elements were assigned equally often to one of the following color distributions: four green-four red, three green-five red, or five red-three green. (A) insideobject condition: object present in display and asterisk appearing in center of object quadrant; (B) Outside-object condition: object present in display and asterisk appearing in center of nonobject quadrant; and (C) no-object condition: no object present in display. in the experiments, the colors of the elements were red and green. Fifty percent of the trials were no-object trials, 12.5% were inside-object trials, and 37.5% were outside-object trials.
Rotating the four Ls of one of the quadrants to conform to the Gestalt factors of collinearity, symmetry, and closure yielded a diamond-like object ( Figures 1A and 1B) . The object appeared equally often in each of the four quadrants.
Design and procedure. The combination of object (present or absent), object position (top, left, bottom, or right quadrant), asterisk position (top, left, bottom, or right quadrant), target position (above, below, left, or right of the asterisk), and target color (red or green) produced 256 different trials that were randomized within a block. There were 4 blocks of experimental trials, for a total of 1,024 trials, preceded by 32 practice trials. The combination of object, object position, and asterisk position produced three critical conditions: inside-object ( Figure 1A) -an object present in the display and an asterisk appearing in the object quadrant; outside-object ( Figure 1B) -an object present in the display and an asterisk appearing in a nonobject quadrant; and no-object ( Figure 1C )-no object present in the display. Fifty percent of the trials within a block were no-object trials, 12.5% were inside-object trials, and 37.5% were outside-object trials.
Each trial (Figure 2 ) started with a fixation mark that appeared for 500 msec, followed by an instruction word presented for 1,000 msec. Then the element display appeared, and 150 msec later the asterisk was added to the display. The element display and the asterisk stayed on until a response was made. By pressing one of two response keys, participants indicated as rapidly and accurately as possible the color of the target. The intertrial interval was 1,500 msec.
Results and Discussion
Participants were accurate in identifying the color of the target (mean error rate 5 5.03%), and there was no indication of speed-accuracy trade-off. All response time (RT) summaries and analyses are based on participants' median RTs for correct responses. Figure 3 shows the mean RTs, collapsed across target color and target position, as a function of condition (inside-object, outside-object, and no-object). Error rate data are presented in Table 1 (Experiment 1). Preliminary analyses indicated that observers were faster and more accurate in responding to targets above or below than right or left of the asterisk, replicating previous findings demonstrating the advantage of the vertical axis over the horizontal axis for deictic relations (e.g., Logan, 1995) . Target position, however, did not interact significantly with either condition or target color. The analyses further confirmed that there was no main effect of target color, and it did not interact with condition. This pattern of results concerning target color and target position was true of the next two experiments, as well.
The collapsed RT data were submitted to a one-way repeated measures ANOVA that showed a significant effect Planned comparisons revealed that responses in the insideobject condition were 31 msec faster than responses in the no-object condition [F(1,13) 5 6.06, MS e 5 1,067, p , .03], and responses in the outside-object condition were 24 msec slower than responses in the no-object condition [F(1,13) 5 27.02, MS e 5 146, p , .0002]. All of the same analyses were conducted on the error rate data. Although error rates showed trends similar to those of the RTs, none of the effects reached statistical significance.
These results show the expected cost and benefit: When an object was present in the display and the asterisk appeared in the object quadrant, performance was facilitated relative to the no-object condition, and when the asterisk appeared in a nonobject quadrant, performance was hindered relative to the no-object condition. These results suggest that although the object was irrelevant to the task and unpredictive of the relevant quadrant or the target, it captured attention.
ExpERimEntS 2 AnD 3
In these experiments, we examined how early the cost and benefit manifest themselves, and how sustained they are, by varying the SOA between the element display and the asterisk (0-500 msec). If the capture of attention by the "object" is similar to that produced by exogenous cues, a benefit should be evident at 100-msec SOA (because benefit reflects the advanced allocation of attention to the relevant quadrant, which takes about 100 msec; e.g., Posner, 1980) . A cost may be evident at shorter SOAs (because even with a 0-msec SOA, attention may be captured by the task-irrelevant object rather than by the taskrelevant asterisk, resulting in performance cost). These effects may persist at the 500-msec SOA, because of the temporal overlap between the object and the target (e.g., Collie, Maruff, Yucel, Danckert, & Currie, 2000) . method participants. Twenty-eight individuals with normal or correctedto-normal vision participated in these experiments (14 in each experiment).
Design and procedure. The SOA between the element display and the asterisk was 0, 75, or 500 msec in Experiment 2 and 0, 50, or 100 msec in Experiment 3. In each experiment, SOA was combined orthogonally with all other factors (see Experiment 1), producing 768 different trials that were randomized within a block. There were 4 blocks of experimental trials, for a total of 3,072 trials, administered in 2 sessions.
All other aspects of the method were similar to those of Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
Participants in both experiments were accurate in identifying the target color (mean error rate was 3.1% in Experiment 2 and 5.2% in Experiment 3), and there was no indication of speed-accuracy trade-off (error rate data are presented in Table 1 , Experiments 2 and 3). The error rate data showed effects similar to those of the RT data, but none of them reached statistical significance. Therefore, error rates are not discussed further. Mean correct RTs as a function of condition for each SOA are plotted in Figure 4 .
In Experiment 2, a 3 (condition) 3 3 (SOA) repeated measures ANOVA showed that overall RT decreased when SOA increased [F(2,26) These results show that, as with typical exogenous cues, a significant benefit emerged at 100-msec SOA and was still observed at 500-msec SOA, presumably because the object was present until target offset (e.g., Collie et al., 2000; Wascher & Tipper, 2004) . 2 Cost for performance in the outside-object condition was observed at all SOAs, including at 0-msec SOA, suggesting that the task-irrelevant object captured attention, even in a tight competition with the task-relevant aster- isk. It should be also noted that in the present displays some of the targets in the outside-object condition actually "belonged" to the object, whereas others did not. For example, if the object quadrant was the left-hand one and the asterisk appeared in the right-hand quadrant ( Figure 1B) , the element to the left of the asterisk "belonged" to the object, whereas the other three elements in this quadrant (i.e., the elements above, below, and right of the asterisk) did not. Planned comparisons conducted to assess the cost for each of these target types (Table 2) showed costs for both target types at all SOAs except at 500-msec SOA, at which no significant cost was found for targets that did not "belong" to the object. The cost for targets that "belonged" to the object was somewhat higher than the cost for targets that did not "belong" to the object, suggesting that some of the observed cost may be attributed to difficulty in "extracting" an already-grouped element.
GEnERAl DiSCuSSiOn
The present results show that when some elements in the display were organized by Gestalt factors into an object, with no abrupt onset or any other unique transient, performance for targets in the object area was facilitated relative to performance for targets in the no-object condition (a benefit), and performance for targets in a nonobject area was impeded relative to the no-object condition (a cost), even though the object was irrelevant to the task and unpredictive of the target. A significant benefit emerged when the target's indicator, the asterisk, appeared at least 100 msec after the display's onset, and a significant cost was observed at all SOAs examined, including when the display and the asterisk appeared simultaneously. The time course of these effects is similar to the one obtained with exogenous cues under comparable cue-target temporal relations.
These benefit and cost effects suggest that the object captured attention automatically, in a stimulus-driven manner, much as exogenous cues do. Although it is well documented by now that objects play an important role in visual attention (e.g., Scholl, 2001) , our results are the first to demonstrate that an object per se can attract attention automatically.
One may argue that a subgroup of organized elements in a field of unorganized elements functions as a singleton. However, singleton usually refers to a single element or item that differs in some attribute from the surrounding elements, which are relatively homogenous in that attribute (e.g., Duncan & Humphreys, 1989) . Here, the elements always vary in color and orientation, and the only difference between the object-elements and the other elements resides in the spatial relations among the former. Furthermore, the ability of a singleton to produce stimulus-driven attentional capture depends on current attentional setting (e.g., Folk et al., 1992) . In the present study, however, the object is irrelevant, because the task-relevant feature is the target's color. Moreover, grouping some of the elements in the display actually conflicts with the task demand to identify the color of a single element. Thus, the object in our displays captures attention, even though it is incongruent with the current attentional setting. The finding of a significant cost, even when the task-relevant asterisk and the task-irrelevant object appear simultaneously, further indicates that the object is not overridden by a deliberate, goal-directed strategy. What mechanisms underlie these object effects? We can only speculate. The benefit observed in this study can be accounted for by facilitatory processes at the attended area, such as a mechanism that accelerates the rate at which attended information is processed (e.g., Carrasco & McElree, 2001 ). The cost may be due to disengagement from the attended object and movement to the task-relevant asterisk (e.g., Posner, Walker, Friedrich, & Rafal, 1984) . Alternatively, different mechanisms may account for the observed cost and benefit. In addition to facilitatory processes at the attended area, attention can also operate by inhibiting the information in nonattended areas (e.g., a mechanism of noise reduction; Shiu & Pashler, 1995) . The finding that a significant benefit was observed at 500-msec SOA, but that there was no cost for targets that did not "belong" to the object, suggests that the object may have exerted influence by means of different mechanisms. On this account, the benefit can be attributed to facilitatory processes, the cost for targets that did not "belong" to the object can be attributed to inhibitory processes that may decay with time, and the cost for targets that "belonged" to the object may be attributed, at least partly, to the need to "extract" the target from the object.
In sum, our results show that the mere organization of some elements by Gestalt factors into a coherent perceptual unit (an object), with no abrupt onset or any other unique transient, can produce automatic, stimulus-driven attentional capture. This finding suggests that the visual system has a bias for such units. Favoring a perceptual unit that conforms to Gestalt factors is a desirable characteristic for a system whose goal is object identification and recognition, because these factors are likely to imply objects in the environment.
An automatic, stimulus-driven capture of attention by an object may provide a single account for a variety of "object advantage" effects reported in the literature. These include easier detection of four target lines embedded in distractors when the lines are organized into a face-like pattern than when the lines are a meaningless cluster (Gorea & Julesz, 1990) ; higher sensitivity for a target probe positioned inside rather than outside a circular contour embedded in a random background (Kovács & Julesz, 1993) ; more accurate discrimination of line segments when flashed on the figure than on the ground (Wong & Weisstein, 1982) ; better memory for a figure's contour than for the ground's contour (Driver & Baylis, 1996) ; and greater brain activation when the target appears in a region bounded by an object than in an unbounded region (Arrington, Carr, Mayer, & Rao, 2000).
Finally, once we have demonstrated that an object can capture attention automatically, we can explore which organization factors (e.g., collinearity, closure, or symmetry) are necessary for an object to capture attention. This effort may provide insights into the nature of objecthood.
